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About the Rozsa Award 
The annual Rozsa Award for Excellence in Arts 

Management is unique in Canada because of the value 

and variety of benefits it provides. Established in 2003, 

the Rozsa Foundation has given over one million dollars 

in cash awards and benefits to date. Each year, a cash 

prize of $10 000 is awarded to an exceptional Arts 

Manager, another $10 000 to their organization, as well 

as recipient benefits ranging in combined value of up to 

$100 000 from our partners at Haskayne School of 

Business, The Alberta School of Business, The Banff 

Centre, CKUA Radio Network, Deloitte, Structured 

Abstraction, and Transcend Management Advisors Inc. 

 

“The benefits received through the Rozsa 

Award for Excellence in Arts Management 

have provided invaluable learning and 

transformed my leadership style, particularly 

in the areas of organizational change and 

human resource management. The growth 

that I have achieved through these programs 

is of a level that simply would not have been 

possible without access to the training that 

the Rozsa Award benefits provided.” 

 

- Rose Brow, Executive Director of Vertigo 

Theatre, and 2014 Rozsa Award recipient 
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The Rozsa Foundation – Champion of the Arts 
Established in 1990, the Rozsa Foundation builds on the legacy of its founders, Drs Ted and Lola Rozsa, 

by strengthening artistic and administrative capacity in non-profit arts organizations and by 

advocating on behalf of the arts sector. Provincially, the Foundation hosts the Rozsa Award, offers a 

professional development arts management certificate, commissions research, and funds 

transformational initiatives, helping artists build organizational resiliency and change public policy. We 

value long-term partnerships and personal relationships. The Rozsa Foundation also provides limited 

operational support to a variety of non-arts agencies through donor-advised and designated funds. 

Our Partners 

 

“At Executive Education we work to build Alberta and Western Canada through the 

leadership of learning.  We believe that a strong business community goes hand in hand 

with a strong arts community and therefore were excited to be a part of building on the 

amazing skills of the arts community in Edmonton and northern Alberta.”  

 

– Melissa Creech, Program Director, Executive Education, Alberta School of Business 

"A thriving cultural community is a key driver towards a healthy society. Investing in arts 

management leadership is an essential component, and just makes sense."  

 

-Jay MacGillivray, Connector, Structured Abstraction 
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The Rozsa Award Jury 
Our jury is composed of Jury Chair Brenda-Ann Marks, past recipients of the Rozsa Award, individuals 

chosen by the Rozsa Award partners, and other outstanding business leaders from around the province. 

The jury process is rigorous. Following a well-defined scoring system, each juror independently ranks the 

candidates, then meets as a group to explain their choices. Following the discussion, each juror again 

ranks the candidates. Typically, one candidate receives a unanimous number one ranking. The jury may 

conduct on-site interviews to further evaluate candidates. 

The 2016 Rozsa Award Jury (pictured left to right): 

 

Shawn Kanungo, Management Consulting, Deloitte 

 

Rose Brow, Executive Director, Vertigo Theatre, 2014 Rozsa Award recipient 

 

Darrell Pidner, Darrell Pidner, Management Consultant, Alumnus of Alberta School of Business  

 

Erin O’Connor, General Manager, Calgary Film Centre, 2013 Rozsa Award recipient 

 

Brenda-Ann Marks, Rozsa Award Jury chair, Rozsa Board liaison 

 

Justin McCormack, Category Specialist in the Procurement group at Husky Energy, Alumnus of the 

Haskayne School of Business 
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The Eight Award Criteria 
All nominations for the Rozsa Award must focus on eight criteria 

requirements.  

1.   Encouragement of artistic innovation in the context of achieving 

positive operating results.      

2.   Positive impact upon the financial well-being of the affiliated 

organization through the development and adoption of a sustainable 

business model.           

3.   Effective contribution to stakeholder engagement; implementation of 

good governance principles and practices with an appropriate 

organizational structure (Board, volunteers). 

4.   Enhancement of the organization’s internal administrative systems and sustainable infrastructure: 

people, practices, policies, business processes. 

5.   Implementation of significant strategic alliances or partnerships that have demonstrably 

strengthened business results. 

6.   Demonstration of powerful community engagement that has advanced the organization and its 

interests. 

7.   Provision of effective opportunities for staff, volunteer and/or professional artist development. 

8.  Transformational impact on the organization. 

Top, left to right: 2006 

recipient Stephen 

Schroeder (One Yellow 

Rabbit), 2005 recipient 

Anne Green (Wordfest), 

Rozsa Award Jury Chair 

Brenda-Ann Marks, Rozsa 

Foundation CEO Mary 

Rozsa de Coquet, 2005 

recipient Kathi Sundstrom 

(Decidedly Jazz 

Danceworks), 2009 

recipient Tom McFall 

(Alberta Craft Council), 

Bottom, left to right: 2003 

recipient Bob McPhee 

(Calgary Opera), 2011 

recipient Marilyn Smith 

(Southern Alberta Art 

Gallery), 2007 recipient 

Tony Luppino (Art Gallery 

of Alberta) 
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The 2016 Rozsa Award Shortlist 
Following the jury process, these three outstanding nominees were selected from an elite pool of 

nominated Arts Managers in Alberta who work to transform their companies. 

Catherine Broomfield (Edmonton): 

Executive Director of iHuman 

Youth Society, Catherine 

Broomfield has nurtured a 

dynamic and loving society that 

positively and dramatically 

empowers and transforms the 

lives and futures of vulnerable 

and traumatized youth through 

their engagement and experience 

with a variety of art forms, as well 

as building and supporting a 

strong staff team. 
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The 2016 Rozsa Award Shortlist – cont’d 

 
Eva Cairns (Edmonton):  

As Managing Producer of Catalyst 

Theatre since 2006, Eva Cairns has 

enabled the core artists of Catalyst 

Theatre to continue creating and 

producing exclusively original, 

distinctive and bold theatre that 

contributes significantly to the culture 

of new, original Canadian theatre 

making. Her new business model has 

led to international acclaim for the 

company. 
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The 2016 Rozsa Award Shortlist – cont’d 
 

Steve Schroeder (Calgary):  

With the mission to entertain and engage Calgary audiences by curating the most innovative and 

compelling films, and creating remarkable festival experiences, the Calgary International Film Festival 

(CIFF), during Executive Director Steve Schroeder’s three-year term, has experienced exceptional 

organizational and audience growth. 
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The 2016 Rozsa Award Recipient 
 

Eva Cairns, Managing Producer, Catalyst Theatre 

Eva Cairns’ nomination for the 2016 Rozsa Award for Excellence in Arts 

Management clearly demonstrates that her remarkable capabilities and her 

significant achievements as Managing Producer of Catalyst Theatre since 

2006 have successfully transformed that organization. She has enabled the 

core artists of Catalyst Theatre to continue creating and producing 

exclusively original, distinctive and bold theatre that contributes 

significantly to the culture of new, original Canadian theatre making. Eva’s 

focused administrative direction is grounded in her steadfast commitment 

to the company’s original vision to maintain its productions’ artistic singularity as a priority. Under Eva’s 

stewardship, the company’s finances are successfully managed, despite the high risk environment of 

new work creation and touring, and it is now widely recognized and highly acclaimed locally, across 

Canada and abroad for its unique and original productions. The company’s audience has increased by 

37% in the past decade, and its international breakthroughs in London and in New York are a testament 

to Eva’s strong foundational leadership. In sum, Eva has ably built robust community partnerships, 

established solid stakeholder relationships, and 

implemented sound governance practices 

while ensuring that the organization’s core 

values, artistic integrity and financial viability 

remain firmly intact. 

 

 

“Eva’s continued drive for 

excellence has redefined 

Catalyst’s potential and 

contributed to the culture 

of new, original Canadian 

theatre making.” 

 

- Janine Andrews, Board 

Chair, Catalyst Theatre 
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More Information 
Visit our website at www.rozsafoundation.org for more information about the history of the awards, 

previous recipients, and our programs. 

Follow us for news and updates on Twitter at twitter.com/RozsaFoundation or on Facebook at 

www.facebook.com/RozsaFoundation/ 

The Rozsa Foundation: Focused on and dedicated to Arts Leadership in 

Alberta. 
 

 

http://www.rozsafoundation.org/
twitter.com/RozsaFoundation
http://www.facebook.com/RozsaFoundation/

